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Nowadays, we cannot imagine our life without computers and the fact is that they have become so important that nothing can replace them. Since 1948 when the first real computer has been invented our life has changed so much that we can call it real digital revolution. First computers differed from today's ones. They were so huge that they occupied whole rooms or buildings being relatively slow.  

Nowadays they are also used by scientist and they may also be as huge as the old ones but they are millions times faster. They can perform many complex operations simultaneously and scientist practically can't do without them. But not only in science and industry computers are being used. Thanks to them modern medicine can diagnose diseases faster and more thoroughly. They also help police to solve crimes and collect evidence. Moreover, computers are wide-spread in education. Except their classic tasks such as administration and accountancy they are used in process of learning. Computers have become so popular that not knowing how to use them means to be illiterate.  

Computers are the future whether we like it or not. Some people dislike computers, because of the complications it takes to understand the basics. Computers are not exactly the easiest tools to work with, but they are the most rewarding, and they are the future. For people who don't know much about computers, you will be lost in the future. You should learn what you can while you still have the chance, because things will develop too quickly for you and you will not be able to cope with new technological events. Computers will fall into careers and our everyday life more rapidly then you think.  

Computers have made life easier and more convenient I have been working for several years utilizing computer. From my experience, I can tell how important is to have a computer in our everyday life. Computer is the absolute requirement of the new millennium. Everybody needs to be computer literate these days, so they can compete with rapidly changing technology.  

My career of choice will be a Computer Programmer, because I like computers, and I am logical. I will be working hard toward my goal and achieve my degree in that field. I worked with PowerPoint, Office 2000, and Excel, which are all Microsoft Products. I have done Structured Programming. Hopefully, within a year and a half, I will receive my Associates in Science, and work. My intention is to become financially independent. Eventually, with night classes, I will further my education with a Bachelors of Science, of the same field, of course. I feel that this is my fate.